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Dual and multiplier of K-fusion frames
Mitra Shamsabadi, Ali Akbar Arefijamaal and Ghadir Sadeghi
Abstract. In this paper, we introduce the concept of K-fusion frames and propose
the duality for such frames. The relation between the local frames of K-fusion
frames with their dual is studied. The elements from the range of a bounded
linear operator K can be reconstructed by K-frames. Also, we establish K-fusion
frame multipliers and investigate reconstruction of the range of K by them.
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1. Introduction, notation and motivation
The theory of frames plays an important role in wavelet theory as well as (time-
frequency) analysis for functions in L2(Rd) [11, 12]. The traditional applications of
frames are signal processing, image processing [8], sampling theory and communi-
cation [16], moreover, recently the use of frames also in numerical analysis for the
solution of operator equation by adaptive schemes is investigated [5]. Also, frame
multipliers have so applications in psychoacoustical modeling and denoising [6, 17].
For two sequences Φ := {φi}i∈I and Ψ := {ψi}i∈I in a Hilbert space H and a
sequence m = {mi}i∈I of complex scalars, the operator Mm,Φ,Ψ : H → H given by
Mm,Φ,Ψf =
∑
i∈I
mi〈f, ψi〉ϕi, (f ∈ H), (1.1)
is called a multiplier. The sequencem is called symbol. If Φ and Ψ are Bessel sequences
for H and m ∈ ℓ∞, then Mm,Φ,Ψ is well defined and ‖Mm,Φ,Ψ‖ ≤
√
BΦBΨ‖m‖∞,
where BΦ and BΨ are Bessel bounds of Φ and Ψ, respectively [3]. The invertibility of
multipliers, which plays a key role in the topic, is discussed in [3, 7, 19].
K-frames which recently introduced by Gaˇvrut¸a are a generalization of frames,
in the meaning that the lower frame bound only holds for that admits to reconstruct
from the range of a linear and bounded operator K in a Hilbert space.
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In this section, we briefly recall the basic concepts of K-frames and their prop-
erties [1, 14, 20].
Definition 1.1. Let K be a bounded and linear operator on a separable Hilbert space
H. A sequence F := {fi}i∈I ⊆ H is called a K-frame for H, if there exist constants
A,B > 0 such that
A‖K∗f‖2 ≤
∑
i∈I
|〈f, fi〉|2 ≤ B‖f‖2, (f ∈ H). (1.2)
Clearly if K = IH, then F is an ordinary frame. The constants A and B in (1.2)
are called lower and upper bounds of F , respectively. If A = B = 1 we call F, a Parse-
val K-frame. Obviously, every K-frame is a Bessel sequence, hence similar to ordinary
frames the synthesis operator can be defined as TF : l
2 → H; TF ({ci}i∈I) =
∑
i∈I cifi.
It is a bounded operator and its adjoint, which is called the analysis operator, is given
by T ∗F (f) = {〈f, fi〉}i∈I . Finally, the frame operator is defined by SF : H → H;
SF f = TFT
∗
Ff =
∑
i∈I〈f, fi〉fi. Some properties of ordinary frames are not hold for
K-frames, for example, the frame operator of a K-frame is not invertible and duality
is not interchangeable, in general [20]. If K has close range then SF from R(K) onto
SF (R(K)) is an invertible operator [20] and
B−1‖f‖ ≤ ‖S−1F f‖ ≤ A−1‖K†‖2‖f‖, (f ∈ SF (R(K))), (1.3)
where K† is the pseudo-inverse of K. For further information in K-frames refer to
[1, 20].
Definition 1.2. [1] Let {fi}i∈I be a K-frame. A Bessel sequence {gi}i∈I is called a
K-dual of {fi}i∈I if
Kf =
∑
i∈I
〈f, gi〉πR(K)fi, (f ∈ H). (1.4)
The K-dual {K∗S−1F πSFR(K)fi}i∈I of F = {fi}i∈I which is called the canonical
dual, is denoted by {f˜i}i∈I .
In the present paper, the reconstruction elements from the range of K by a
K-fusion frame, where K is a closed range and bounded linear operator on H, is
investigated. We also introduce K-fusion frame multipliers and discuss their invert-
ibility.
Throughout this paper, we suppose that H is a separable Hilbert space, I a
countable index set and IH the identity operator on H. We denote by B(H1,H2) the
collection of all bounded linear operators between Hilbert spaces H1 and H2, and
abbreviate B(H,H) by B(H). Also we denote the range of K ∈ B(H) by R(K) and
πV denotes the orthogonal projection of H onto a closed subspace V ⊆ H.
We end this section with a vital proposition which frequently will be used.
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Proposition 1.3. [13] Let L1, L2 ∈ B(H) be two bounded operators. The following
statements are equivalent:
1. R(L1) ⊂ R(L2).
2. L1L
∗
1 ≤ λ2L2L∗2 for some λ ≥ 0.
3. There exists a bounded operator X ∈ B(H) so that L1 = L2X.
2. K-fusion frames
In this section, we present K-fusion frames and discuss their properties. Moreover,
we focus on the duality, which is different from the ordinary frames, and obtain some
characterizations of dual K-fusion frames.
Definition 2.1. Let {Wi}i∈I be a family of closed subspaces of H and {ωi}i∈I a family
of weights, i.e. ωi > 0, i ∈ I. The sequence {(Wi, ωi)}i∈I is called a K-fusion frame
for H if there exist constants 0 < A ≤ B <∞ such that
A‖K∗f‖2 ≤
∑
i∈I
ω2i ‖πWif‖2 ≤ B‖f‖2, (f ∈ H). (2.1)
The constants A and B are called the K-fusion frame bounds. Obviously, every K-
fusion frame is a Bessel fusion sequence. If A = B = 1 we call it a Parseval K-fusion
frame. Similar to fusion frames, for a Bessel fusion sequence {(Wi, ωi)}i∈I we define
the synthesis operator TW :
(∑
i∈I
⊕
Wi
)
ℓ2
→ H by
TW ({fi}i∈I) =
∑
i∈I
ωifi.
Its adjoint operator T ∗W : H →
(∑
i∈I
⊕
Wi
)
ℓ2
, which is called the analysis operator,
is obtained by T ∗W f = {ωiπWif}i∈I , where(∑
i∈I
⊕
Wi
)
ℓ2
=
{
{fi}i∈I : fi ∈ Wi,
∑
i∈I
‖fi‖2 <∞
}
is a Hilbert space. Also the frame operator of {Wi}i∈I on H, denoted by SW , is given
by
SW f = TWT
∗
W =
∑
i∈I
ω2i πWif.
It is not difficult to see that the frame operator of a K-fusion frame is not invertible
on H, in general. However, SW : R(K)→ SWR(K) is invertible and
B−1‖f‖ ≤ ‖S−1W f‖ ≤ A−1‖K†‖2‖f‖, (f ∈ SW (R(K))), (2.2)
where K† is the pseudo-inverse of K.
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Now, we can reconstruct R(K) by K-fusion frame elements.
Kf = S∗W (S
−1
W )
∗Kf =
∑
i∈I
ω2i πR(K)πWi(S
−1
W )
∗Kf, (f ∈ H).
Definition 2.2. Let W = {(Wi, ωi)}i∈I be a K-fusion frame. A Bessel fusion sequence
V = {(Vi, υi)}i∈I is called a K-dual for W if
Kf =
∑
i∈I
ωiυiπR(K)πWi(S
−1
W )
∗KπVif, (f ∈ H). (2.3)
It is easy to see that a Bessel fusion sequence V = {(Vi, υi)}i∈I is a K-dual of
K-fusion frame W = {(Wi, ωi)}i∈I if and only if πR(K)TWψwvT ∗V = K, where the
bounded operator ψwv :
(∑
i∈I
⊕
Vi
)
ℓ2
→ (∑i∈I⊕Wi)ℓ2 is given by
ψwv{gi}i∈I = {πWi(S−1W )∗Kgi}i∈I .
One can see that every Bessel fusion sequence W = {(Wi, ωi)}i∈I in H can be con-
sidered as a K-fusion frame for H, if and only if R(K) ⊂ R(TW ) by Proposition
1.3.
EveryK-dual of aK-fusion frame is aK∗-fusion frame. Indeed, let V = {(Vi, υi)}i∈I
be a K-dual of a K-fusion frame W = {(Wi, ωi)}i∈I . Then
‖Kf‖2 =
∣∣∣∣∣
〈∑
i∈I
ωiυiπR(K)πWi (S
−1
W )
∗KπVif,Kf
〉∣∣∣∣∣
≤
∑
i∈I
ωiυi
∣∣〈(S−1W )∗KπVif, πR(K)πWiKf〉∣∣
≤
∑
i∈I
ωiυi
∥∥(S−1W )∗KπVif∥∥ ‖πWiKf‖
≤
(∑
i∈I
υ2i
∥∥(S−1W )∗KπVif∥∥2
) 1
2
(∑
i∈I
ω2i ‖πWiKf‖2
) 1
2
≤ ‖(S−1W )∗K‖
√
BW ‖Kf‖
(∑
i∈I
υ2i ‖πVif‖2
) 1
2
,
where BW is an upper bound of W and f ∈ H.
Obviously, (2.1) and (2.3) define a fusion frame and an ordinary dual fusion
frame when K is the identity operator on H.
In the sequel, we need a key lemma for some characterizations of K-dual fusion
frames.
Lemma 2.3. [14] Let V be a closed subspace of H and T ∈ B(H). Then
πV T
∗ = πV T
∗πTV .
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Proposition 2.4. Let W = {(Wi, ωi)}i∈I be a Bessel fusion sequence such that Wi ⊆
SW (R(K)), for all i ∈ I. Then W˜ := {(K∗S−1W πSW (R(K))Wi, ωi)}i∈I is a K-dual of
W .
Proof. Applying Lemma 2.3 yields
Kf = S∗W
(
S−1W
)∗
Kf
=
∑
i∈I
ω2i πR(K)πWi
(
S−1W
)∗
Kf
=
∑
i∈I
ω2i πR(K)πWi
(
S−1W
)∗
KπK∗S−1
W
πSW (R(K))Wi
f,
for all f ∈ H. So W˜ satisfies in (2.3). It is enough to show that W˜ is a Bessel
fusion sequence in H. Note that S∗W (S−1W )∗ = IH on R(K) and K†K is an orthogonal
projection on R(K†). Using Lemma 2.3 for all f ∈ R(K†) we obtain∑
i∈I
ω2i
∥∥∥πW˜if∥∥∥2 = ∑
i∈I
ω2i
∥∥∥πW˜iK†S∗W (S−1W )∗Kf∥∥∥2
=
∑
i∈I
ω2i
∥∥∥πW˜iK†S∗WπSW (K†)∗W˜i(S−1W )∗Kf∥∥∥2
=
∑
i∈I
ω2i
∥∥∥πW˜iK†S∗WπWi(S−1W )∗Kf∥∥∥2
≤ ∥∥K†∥∥2 ‖SW ‖2∑
i∈I
ω2i
∥∥πWi(S−1W )∗Kf∥∥2 ≤ B‖f‖2,
for some B > 0. Now, if f ∈ H then there exist f1 ∈ R(K†) and f2 ∈ R(K†)⊥ such
that f = f1 + f2. On the other hand
f2 ∈
(
R(K†)
)⊥
= (R(K∗))
⊥ ⊆
(
W˜i
)⊥
,
for all i ∈ I. Hence ∑
i∈I
ω2i
∥∥∥πW˜if∥∥∥2 = ∑
i∈I
ω2i
∥∥∥πW˜i(f1 + f2)∥∥∥2
=
∑
i∈I
ω2i
∥∥∥πW˜if1∥∥∥2
≤ B‖f1‖2 ≤ B‖f‖2.
for all f ∈ H. 
TheK-dual fusion frame W˜ of aK-fusion frameW is called the canonical K-dual
of W .
The following important theorem can be proved similar to Theorem 3.2 of [9].
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Theorem 2.5. Let {Wi}i∈I be a sequence of closed subspaces of H, ωi > 0, for each
i ∈ I and {fij}j∈Ji be a frame for Wi with the frame bounds Ai and Bi. Also assume
that
0 < inf
i∈I
Ai ≤ sup
i∈I
Bi <∞. (2.4)
Then {ωifij}i∈I,j∈Ji is a K-frame for H if and only if {(Wi, ωi)}i∈I is a K-fusion
frame for H.
In the next, we investigate the relation between the local frames satisfying (2.4)
of K-fusion frames with their duals.
Theorem 2.6. Let W = {(Wi, ωi)}i∈I be a K-fusion frame for H with the local frames
{fij}j∈Ji for each i ∈ I. If {f˜ij}j∈Ji is the canonical dual frame of {fij}j∈Ji , then
1. {K∗ωifij}i∈I,j∈Ji is a K-dual of {S−1W πSW (R(K))ωif˜ij}i∈I,j∈Ji .
2. {K∗S−1W πSW (R(K))ωif˜ij}i∈I,j∈Ji is a K-dual for {ωifij}i∈I,j∈Ji .
Proof. 1. By using the fact that {f˜ij}j∈Ji is the canonical dual of {fij}j∈Ji , we obtain
πWif =
∑
j∈Ji
〈f, fij〉 f˜ij , (i ∈ I, f ∈ H).
Hence,
Kf = S−1W SWKf
= S−1W
∑
i∈I
ω2i πWiKf
= S−1W
∑
i∈I
∑
j∈Ji
ω2i 〈Kf, fij〉 f˜ij
=
∑
i∈I
∑
j∈Ji
〈f,K∗ωifij〉πR(K)S−1W πSW (R(K))ωif˜ij .
It remains to show that {K∗ωifij}i∈I,j∈Ji and {S−1W πSW (R(K))ωif˜ij}i∈I,j∈Ji are Bessel
sequences. It is known that {ωifij}i∈I,j∈Ji and {ωif˜ij}i∈I,j∈Ji are two K-frames for
H by Theorem 2.5, since {fij}j∈Ji and {f˜ij}j∈Ji are the local frames of Wi. Hence∑
i∈I
∑
j∈Ji
|〈f,K∗ωifij〉|2 =
∑
i∈I
∑
j∈Ji
|〈Kf, ωifij〉|2
≤ B‖K‖2‖f‖2,
for all f ∈ H. Moreover,∑
i∈I
∑
j∈Ji
∣∣∣〈f, S−1W πSW (R(K))ωif˜ij〉∣∣∣2 = ∑
i∈I
∑
j∈Ji
∣∣∣〈(S−1W )∗πR(K)f, ωif˜ij〉∣∣∣2
≤ D‖S−1W ‖2‖f‖2,
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where B and D are upper bounds {ωifij}i∈I,j∈Ji and {ωif˜ij}i∈I,j∈Ji , respectively.
2. The sequence {K∗S−1W πSW (R(K))ωif˜ij}i∈I,j∈Ji is a Bessel sequence in H since
{ωif˜ij}i∈I,j∈Ji is a K-frame for H. Hence
πR(K)πWif =
∑
j∈Ji
〈
f, f˜ij
〉
πR(K)fij .
This follows that
Kf = S∗W
(
S−1W
)∗
Kf
= πR(K)SW
(
S−1W
)∗
Kf
=
∑
i∈I
πR(K)πWi
(
S−1W
)∗
Kf
=
∑
i∈I
∑
j∈Ji
〈(
S−1W
)∗
Kf, f˜ij
〉
πR(K)fij
=
∑
i∈I,j∈Ji
〈
f,K∗S−1W πSW (R(K))ωif˜ij
〉
πR(K)ωifij ,
for all f ∈ H. 
Let W = {(Wi, ωi)}i∈I be a K-fusion frame with the local Parseval frames
Fi = {fij}j∈Ji , for all i ∈ I. By using Theorem 2.5 the sequence F = {ωifij}i∈I,j∈Ji
is a K-frame for H. The canonical K-dual {K∗S−1F πSF (R(K))ωifij}i∈I,j∈Ji could be
performed canonical reconstruction of R(K), i.e.
Kf =
∑
i∈I,j∈Ji
〈
f,K∗S−1F πSF (R(K))ωifij
〉
πR(K)ωifij , (f ∈ H).
Then the K-duals of F introduced above theorem and its canonical K-dual are coin-
cide.
In the following, we give a construction of K-fusion frames.
Theorem 2.7. Let {(Wi, ωi)}i∈I be a fusion frame for H and K ∈ B(H) a closed range
operator such that Wi ⊆ R(K†), for all i ∈ I. Then {(KWi, ωi)}i∈I is a K-fusion
frame.
Proof. Assume that {(Wi, ωi)}i∈I is a fusion frame with bounds A and B, respectively.
Due to Lemma 2.3 we obtain
A‖K∗f‖2 ≤
∑
i∈I
ω2i ‖πWiK∗f‖2
≤
∑
i∈I
ω2i ‖πWiK∗πKWif‖2 ≤ ‖K‖2
∑
i∈I
ω2i ‖πKWi‖2 ,
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for all f ∈ H. In order to show the upper bound, using the hypothesis Wi ⊆ R(K†)
and Lemma 2.3 to KWi and (K
†)∗ yields
πKWi(K
†)∗ = πKWi(K
†)∗πWi . (2.5)
As a consequence of (2.5) we see that
πKWi = πKWi(K
†)∗πWiK
∗,
on R(K). Also, for all f ∈ H there exist f1 ∈ R(K) and f2 ∈ (R(K))⊥ such that
f = f1 + f2. Therefore,∑
i∈I
ω2i ‖πKWif‖2 ≤
∑
i∈I
‖πKWi (f1 + f2)‖2
≤
∑
i∈I
ω2i ‖πKWif1‖2
≤
∑
i∈I
ω2i
∥∥πKWi(K†)∗πWiK∗f1∥∥2
≤ B‖K†‖2‖K‖2‖f1‖2 ≤ C ‖f‖2 ,
for some C > 0. 
Corollary 2.8. Let T and K be bounded closed range operators on H and {(Wi, ωi)}i∈I
a K-fusion frame on H such that Wi ⊆ R((TK)†), for all i ∈ I. Then {(TWi, ωi)}i∈I
is a TK-fusion frame.
3. K-fusion frame multiplier
The concept of multipliers was first introduced by Balazs [3] and developed by many
authors [4, 7, 18]. In this section, we generalize multipliers associated to K-fusion
frames and focus on the reconstruction of R(K). Throughout this section, we suppose
{ei}i∈I is an orthonormal basis for H and denote a family {(Wi, ωi)}i∈I by W .
Definition 3.1. Let W be a K-fusion frame and m := {mi}i∈I ∈ ℓ∞. For every Bessel
fusion sequence V, the operator Mm,W,V : H → H given by
Mm,W,V =
∑
i∈I
miωiυiπWi(S
−1
W )
∗KπVif, (f ∈ H).
is called a K-fusion frame multiplier.
In the above definition, a K-fusion frame multiplier is a fusion frame multiplier
if K = IH. For more details of fusion frame multipliers see [18].
If W is a K-fusion frame, V a Bessel fusion sequence in H and m ∈ ℓ∞. Then
M1,W,V = TWψwvT
∗
V . (3.1)
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In particular, Mm,W,V is bounded and
‖Mm,W,V ‖ ≤ sup
i∈I
|mi|‖S−1W ‖‖K‖
√
BWBV ,
where BW and BV are upper bounds of W and V, respectively.
An operator R : H → H (resp. L : H → H) is called a K-right inverse (resp.
K-left inverse) of Mm,W,V if
Mm,W,VR = K (resp. LMm,W,V = K).
Also, by a K-inverse we mean both a K-right inverse and a K-left inverse.
In the following theorem we show that every K-dual of a K-fusion frame W is
a K∗-fusion frame.
Theorem 3.2. Let W be a K-fusion frame and V a Bessel fusion sequence. The fol-
lowing assertions hold.
1. Let Mm,W,V = K. Then V satisfies the lower K
∗-fusion frame condition. In
particular, it is a K∗-fusion frame.
2. If Mm,W,V has a K-left inverse, then V is a K
∗-fusion frame.
Proof. 1. Using Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, we obtain
‖Kf‖2 = |〈Mm,W,V f,Kf〉|
=
∣∣∣∣∣
〈∑
i∈I
miωiυiπWi(S
−1
W )
∗KπVif,Kf
〉∣∣∣∣∣
≤
∑
i∈I
|mi|ωiυi
〈
(S−1W )
∗KπVif, πWiKf
〉
≤
∑
i∈I
|mi|ωiυi
∥∥(S−1W )∗KπVif∥∥ ‖πWiKf‖
≤ sup
i∈I
|mi|
(∑
i∈I
υ2i
∥∥(S−1W )∗KπVif∥∥2
) 1
2
(∑
i∈I
ω2i ‖πWiKf‖2
) 1
2
≤ sup
i∈I
|mi|‖(S−1W )∗K‖
√
BW ‖Kf‖
(∑
i∈I
υ2i ‖πVif‖2
) 1
2
,
for all f ∈ H, where BW is an upper bound of W . Hence V is a K∗- fusion frame.
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2. Let L be a K-left inverse of Mm,W,V . Applying (3.1) for every g ∈ H yields
‖Kg‖2 = |〈Kg,Kg〉|
= |〈Kg,LMm,W,V g〉|
= |〈L∗Kg,Mm,W,V g〉|
≤ sup
i∈I
|mi| ‖L∗‖ ‖Kg‖ ‖TWψwvT ∗V g‖
≤ sup
i∈I
|mi| ‖L‖ ‖Kg‖
∥∥S−1W ∥∥ ‖K‖√BW
(∑
i∈I
υ2i ‖πVig‖2
) 1
2
.
This completes the proof. 
The invertibility of K-fusion frame multipliers is studied in the following.
Theorem 3.3. Let W = {(Wi, 1)}i∈I and V = {(Vi, 1)}i∈I be two K-fusion frames
such that∑
i∈I
∥∥∥πR(K) (S−1V )∗KπWi − πVi∥∥∥2 < A2V
BV ‖K†‖4
, (f ∈ R(K)), (3.2)
where AV and BV are the lower and upper bounds of V, respectively. Then M1,V,W
is invertible on R(K).
Proof. By using (2.2) the operator SV : R(K)→ SV (R(K)) is invertible and
∥∥S−1V ∥∥ ≤
‖K†‖2
AV
. So,
‖M1,V,W − SV ‖2 =
∥∥∥∥∥∑
i∈I
πVi
(
S−1V
)∗
KπWi −
∑
i∈I
πVi
∥∥∥∥∥
2
=
∥∥∥∥∥∑
i∈I
πVi
((
S−1V
)∗
KπWi − πVi
)∥∥∥∥∥
2
≤
∑
i∈I
BV
∥∥∥πR(K) (S−1V )∗KπWi − πVi∥∥∥2
≤ A
2
V
‖K†‖4
≤ 1‖S−1V ‖2
.
Moreover, M1,V,W maps R(K) into SV (R(K)). Therefore,∥∥ISV (R(K)) −M1,V,WS−1V ∥∥2 = ∥∥(SV −M1,V,W )S−1V ∥∥2
≤ ‖SV −M1,V,W‖2
∥∥S−1V ∥∥2
<
1
‖S−1V ‖2
∥∥S−1V ∥∥2 = 1.
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Hence, M1,W,V S
−1
V is invertible on SV (R(K)), by Theorem 8.1 of [15] and so M1,V,W
is invertible on R(K). 
The composition of frame multipliers [3] and fusion frame multipliers [18] were
investigated. In the following, we discuss about the composition of K-fusion frame
multipliers.
Theorem 3.4. Let W = {(Wi, 1)}i∈I be a K-fusion frame and Z = {(Zi, 1)}i∈I a L-
fusion frame. Also, let V = {(Vi, 1)}i∈I and X = {(Xi, 1)}i∈I be biorthogonal Bessel
fusion sequences. Then
M1,W,VM1,Z,X = M1,{πWi (S−1W )∗KπViπZiej}i,j∈I ,{πXiL∗S−1Z πSZ(R(L)ej}i,j∈I (3.3)
Proof. Using the biorthogonality of Z and V , it follows that
M1,W,VM1,Z,Xf
= M1,W,V
(∑
i∈I
πZi
(
S−1Z
)∗
LπXif
)
= M1,W,V
∑
i,j∈I
〈(
S−1Z
)∗
LπXif, ej
〉
πZiej

= M1,W,V
∑
i,j∈I
〈
f, πXiL
∗S−1Z πSZ(R(L))ej
〉
πZiej

=
∑
m,n,i,j∈I
〈
f, πXiL
∗S−1Z πSZ (R(L))ej
〉 〈
πZiej , πVmK
∗S−1W πSW (R(K))en
〉
πWmen
=
∑
i,j,n∈I
〈
f, πXiL
∗S−1Z πSZ(R(L))ej
〉 〈(
S−1W
)∗
KπViπZiej , en
〉
πWien
=
∑
i,j∈I
〈
f, πXiL
∗S−1Z πSZ(R(L))ej
〉
πWi
(
S−1W
)∗
KπViπZiej
= M1,{πWi (S−1W )∗KπViπZiej}i,j∈I ,{πXiL∗S−1Z πSZ (R(L))ej}i,j∈If,
for all f ∈ H. 
Note that, if W = {(Wi, 1)}i∈I is a K-fusion frame, V = {(Vi, 1)}i∈I an or-
thonormal fusion basis and H = {(Hi, 1)}i∈I a Bessel fusion sequence for H such that
Hi ⊆ Vi, for all i ∈ I. Then
M1,W,VM1,V,H = M1,W,H .
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